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Portrait of Yvelyne Wood

«I escaped from the Rawa-Ruska camp,» said my father. «I escaped some hours before a raid by the 
Gestapo, «my mother told me. This was the foundation of my childhood. 

Still a teenager, exposed to the first images of the Holocaust, Yvelyne Wood understood that her salvation 
would be through art. Later, while engaged in adult life as an artist, she returned to the testimonies 
of the Holocaust and the French Resistance. Yvelyne Wood was able to consult the yellowed paper 
archives of the AFP, with their acrid smell of the past. The artist was then formed at the Ecole du Louvre, 
and an absolute desire to move away from European culture led her to Japan, where she lived for eight 
years, familiarizing herself with sculpture and clay modeling. Once back in Europe, she set up her studio 
in Geneva and dedicated all her work as an artist to the topic of war.

Visual artist, sculptor and designer, Yvelyne Wood describes herself as a «memory sensor». These 
memories, collected with obstinacy, are rooted in the Human heritage, and particularly in it’s shadow: 
the memory of the wars that shook the twentieth and early twenty-first century.

Yvelyne Wood, Outside the Walls - 2012



Yvelyne Wood, an artistic path

«Deeply rooted in the inherited history of warfare, my artistic work is first and foremost a testimony. My 
mission is to make visible the main victims of contemporary conflicts: women. I dedicate this exhibition to 
all women victim of wars and to their children.»

80% of victims are civilians, and the majority of them are women and children. In this context, rape is a 
weapon of war and ethnic cleansing, largely exceeding the sexual aspect. This is a problem that is not 
confined to Africa, but concerns all regions exposed to armed conflict. 

The story of these women is, for the luckiest of them, a UNHCR war zone refugee camp, or a refugee camp 
in a host country such as France. Marked by physical and psychological torture they have endured, these 
women are forever mutilated in their flesh, with very far to go before they eventually can go back to a normal 
social and family life”.

Reminder: «The Flesh of War, A History of Women»

The first chapter of Yvelyne Wood’s work “The Flesh of War, A History of Women” was
presented in March 2012 at the University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne under the sponsorship of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). This exhibition is dedicated to the public and 
academics, and was created and built amongst a confusion of sounds from railroad ballasts, broken glass, 
corroded metals, barbed wires and torn clothes baring wounds.

La Chair de la Guerre (The Flesh of War)



The support of the UNHCR 

Yvelyne Wood exhibitions have been supported by various art centers, foundations and institutions in 
France, the United States and Switzerland, including the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

“The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is mandated to lead and coordinate 
international action to protect refugees and resolve refugee problems worldwide. This organization 
works among others in order to help displaced women and girls, representing nearly 50% of uprooted 
people.

«When Yvelyne presented her project, we were attracted to it because women victim of wars 
do unfortunately not always have headstones to remind us of what they went through» said 
Philippe Leclerc, UNHCR’s representative in France. 

The exhibition is an artistic expression of the views of victims and the severe impact of wars, bringing a 
female perspective, emotional and intimate. Philippe Leclerc adds that «women need to be recognized 
as victims to be able to rebuild their lives, to be helped and to benefit from the status of refugee.”

Thanks to the exhibition, the public is aware of the precarious situation of displaced women in the 
world.

Following the success of the exhibition «Flesh of War», the UNHCR decided to continue collaborating 
with Yvelyne Wood, this time on a new project «The Heart of War, A History of Women». The project 
revolves around a symposium held on 10 and 11 December 2012 in Montauban. This event will bring 
together academics, artists and scholars specialized in women’s rights in armed conflict.” 

(Excerpts from an article by William Spindler, spokesman for the UNHCR)

Actress Angelina Jolie, an ambassador of UNHCR, has been supporting for several years the 
battle for women refugee. 

«After meeting these people and having collected their stories, I insist we must focus more on the well-
being of the most vulnerable populations. One of them told me:’’ I kept my body but a body without a 
soul now”. Despite the harsh reality of their uprooted lives, they have this incredible determination to 
give their children a better future”.

The installation «Welcome» in the United Nations’ garden, Geneva



... and of the General Council of Tarn-et-Garonne.

Today the General Council of Tarn-et-Garonne wishes to host «The Heart of War, A History of Women», 
an exhibition that is the extension of «Flesh of War, A History of Women» presented at the Sorbonne.

President Jean-Michel Baylet is particularly keen to support the humanistic values endorsed 
by the exhibition: 

«Particularly sensitive to the issue of the respect of human rights, it is with enthusiasm that I wish to 
welcome Yvelyne Wood’s exhibition enriched with new works and testimonies from 3 December 2012 
to 31 January 2013, in the lobby of the Hotel Department of Montauban. 

This exhibition will coincide perfectly with the anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
celebrated on 10 December each year. 

Such an event deserves to be given full scope and allows us to reaffirm our commitment to humanistic 
values and respect for human rights throughout the world, especially in geographical areas plagued by 
unrest or conflict. I adhere to this great idea of organizing a symposium on the theme of women victims 
of war.»

(Jean-Michel Baylet, President of the General Council of Tarn-et-Garonne, Senator, former Minister)

Yvelyne Wood



Travels and meetings of a spokeswoman of today
Yvelyne Wood’s work is created in part thanks to meetings and through traveling, such as her visit to 
the Refugee Forum Center in Lyon, which takes care of victims of torture and brings them

physical and psychological help. Yvelyne Wood met Brigitte M. who is on mission in France. This 
Congolese lady initiated discussion groups to help women victim of rape to break the silence and speak 
out, thus providing evidence and depositions leading to the conviction of 12 perpetrators. In retaliation, 
her daughter has been raped. 

Torture has never been a way to get people to speak out, instead it condemns them to silence.

«The Heart of War» raises a question
Twenty years later, what happened to these women and their children born of rape?

To try to answer this question, Yvelyne Wood leaves for Sarajevo to meet these women. Moved and 
encouraged by these meetings with survivors and eyewitnesses, the committed artist, states that:

«From Bosnia-Herzegovina, I will continue my path, in partnership with the UNHCR, meet the women 
who have played a major role in the historic upheavals of the Maghreb and the Middle East, collect their 
stories and immerse myself in their history. On my return, I will integrate their voices metaphorically in 
my installations; the installations will be their spokesperson”.

Until now, her work has been based on archives and elements bearing the trace of history - lead, 
corroded metal, clothing. Today it is simply the history of women!

Srebrenica



The works of “The Heart of War”
«Beginning 2012, the Sorbonne University in Paris hosted, in it’s large Soufflot gallery in view of all 
students and professors, the exhibition «Flesh of War, A History of Women». Yvelyne Wood presented 
eight large installations related to factual events, women’s testimonies collected by the UNHCR (United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees).

Today, the artist broadens and develops her thoughts and her creation with the aim of raising awareness 
towards the violence that women suffer in wars. 

Three new installations which are presented do not leave us unscathed. «Conquered Territory” hides 
in the midst of ruins the body of a pregnant woman. «The Heart of War» gives life to dresses with each 
their own story. The names stitched on the dresses and the recording of heartbeats and breathing 
of women victim of violence encountered in refugee camps are the proof of a paradox. Reiterating a 
desire for proximity, «Welcome» is an invitation to discover in a UNHCR tent numerous photos (3000) of 
women and children in such a way as to bring the viewer closer to the scene of events. 

A performance will be held under the tent on the opening night Dec.10, 2012“.

(Jean-Paul Deroche, art historian)

Le Coeur de la Guerre (The Heart of War)



List of works
Le Coeur de la Guerre (The Heart of War)
Installation / Version 1: 550 x 1300 cm / Version 2: 400 x 500 cm / 2012
In an urban ruin, women’s bodies are symbolized by elongated dresses lying side by side. Their name 
and their country of origin are written in large characters. Some still breathing. You can see some chests 
rise and hear their heartbeat. The names they bear all correspond to real stories, from the archives of 
the UNHCR, endured by women in recent wars. These stories will be written on a panel next to the 
installation. Heartbeats have been collected from women victims of violence during wars. 
A system has been developed in partnership with the Laboratory of Computer and Visualization of the 
Swiss Institute of Technology (EPFL) to create random breathing movements.

Welcome
Installation | 2012
Inside a UNHCR tent, Yvelyne Wood has created the following: 3,000 photos of refugee women and 
children placed on the walls. Mirrors, the same format as the photos, are inserted randomly amongst 
the photos allowing the viewer to become part, for a brief moment, of this reality. The viewer’s glimpse 
is a kind of intrusion. Photos are from the UNHCR archives.
A performance will take place on the opening night inside the tent.

Achtung Achtung
Installation| 190 x 90cm | 2012
Film composed of testimonies of soldiers, as well as the testimony of a doctor in a hospital in the bush 
who takes care of raped women and a trial extract from the International Criminal Court, projected on 
a oxidized metal plate.

La Chair de la Guerre (The Flesh of War)



La Vénus de Milosevic ou La Vénus Dolorosa
Installation | Octobre 2012
This installation is a reliquary. It holds thousands of names of the 7’109 victims of the Srebrenica massacre 
(July 1995). This Venus is a leading figure who carries the memory of the genocide and takes its place in 
the universal history and the contemporary wars’ tragedies. 
Created after a mission in Sarajevo and Mostar with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 
this Venus contains earth and rocks from Bosnia and Herzegovina. She recalls the women the artist met 
on the field, who rise up against their torturers and fight for justice. 

Cloth dress, lead, plaster skull, pieces of broken glass, barbed wire, plants, earth and rocks coming from 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, handwritten names and dates of birth.

Territoire conquis (Conquered Territory)
Installation | 300 x 180 x 300 cm | 2012
Partial reconstruction of a stone house in ruin, bearing the traces of war. In the foreground, a stone wall of 
300X180x300cm. A 28x32cm opening is located at the bottom of the facade. Stooping, the viewer can 
see inside the house. In the background, there are ruins amid which is to be found a pregnant woman’s 
body. On her bare stomach the film “Conquered Territory” is projected. The viewer sees the scene by 
trespassing; he witnesses something that he is not intended to see: rape.

Ici ou Ailleurs (Here or Elsewhere)
Installation | 390 x 120 x 270 cm | 2011 
Stones and blocks of concrete with written extracts of testimonies obtained by the UNHCR from refugee 
camps (in French, English, Arabic and Portuguese).

Srebrenica 
Installation | 300 x 300 x 260 cm | 2011 
Pieces of burnt wood erected towards the sky like totems, up to 2.8 m in height and lead flowers the size 
of humans with metal veils. The flowers turn down their heads towards the dark ash covered ground. 
They symbolize the women of Srebrenica, veiled because mourning, and also because of their faith.

TPIY 10.12.1998 (ICTY * 10/12/1998)
Installation | 250cm (haut.) | 2011 
Green cotton dress lined with red silk. It is deployed on a circumference of 8 m and hangs from a mooring 
chain 2.5 m above the ground. The visitor is expected to go under the dress inside of which is written in a 
spiral the numbers of rapes committed in war zones. Written in black on white strips dizziness is created 
confronting the viewer to the harsh reality of history. The dress creates a strong contrast with its innocent 
appearance and the harsh numbers you discover inside suggesting the treatment inflicted upon women 
in conflicts.
* International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

La Chair de la guerre (The Flesh of War)
Installation | 450 x 200 x 140 cm | 2011 
Barbed wire from a military arsenal, girl’s dresses installed inside the barbed wire, with printed texts on 
them from the UNHCR archives (testimonies in Swahili, Russian, French, Arabic and Portuguese).

Mémoire en flammes (Memory in Flames)
Installation | 220 x 329 x 185 cm | 2010 
More than 2 m high accumulation of books and newspaper archives dating back to the Second World 
War. Railway rails, sleepers and ballasts.

Les Survivantes (The Survivors)
Installation 320 x 220 x 180 | 2008 
Bunch of human sized lead flowers, chained and rooted in blocks of granite.



 

TPIY 10.12.1998 (ICTY 10/12/1998)

Acts of war unsettle centuries. Women’s circumstances are intertwined with wars. But despite the silence 
that often leaves them in the shadows, women’s paths are to be discovered or rediscovered through the 
suffering that dark years mixed with fighting and ideology has brought. They must be studied because they 
are often neglected either by lack of interest or fear of the oppressed looks in a past that has often been 
written by men. 

Texts take little interest in women’s extermination and women’s heartbeats, which seem to be worthless. 
Weakness never seems to be able to become strength. But, through this past made of discretion and 
seclusion, sometimes heroines or light appear that show greatness. From century to century, they are 
the great deeds of women warriors, adventurers of weapons or literature, sometimes queens, sometimes 
farmers. Maybe there are the mysteries of the eternal Feminine, but maybe it is just the emergence of a 
natural Feminine that was able to become reality. 

How does one tell the story of women in times of war, perhaps through their persistence for peace or their 
opposition to war, which often ends up in exile or extermination? Why not tell their hardly ever-told story 
that needs to be told in times of crisis and violence? Why not highlight the scope of women, their reason to 
live and to give life, their search for freedom and their conquest of rights and duties in the diversity of lands 
and cultures. 

(Christine Mengès-Le Pape, professor at the University of Toulouse 1 Capitole, President of the symposium’s 
scientific committee).

History at the Heart of War

The symposium is held under the aegis of Jean-Michel BAYLET, Former Minister, 
Senator of Tarn-et-Garonne and President of the General Concil and  Sylvia 
PINEL, Minister of Crafts, Commerce and Tourism, Honorary President.

In presence of Yvelyne WOOD.



  

Les Survivantes (The Survivors)

SYMPOSIUM PROGRAMME
«The Heart of War, A History of Women»
Monday December 10, 2012
15h00 : « Heartbeats through the ages » 
16h30 : « Weapons’ voices, women’s voices ! » 
17h30 : Formal sitting in the chamber of the General Council with special guest Saja Coric.
18h30 : Opening of the exhibition «The Heart of War, A History of Women»

Tuesday December 11, 2012
09h00 : « Victims Here and Elsewhere »
10h30 : « The Right to Resist! »
The symposium will be held at the University of Montauban.

Speakers of the symposium
Philippe LECLERC, UNHCR Representative in France

Bruno SIRE, President of University Toulouse 1 Capi-
tole

Jacques SOPPELSA, Honorary president of Univer-
sity Paris 1 Panthéon –Sorbonne

Christine MENGES-LE PAPE, Professor at Universi-
ty Toulouse 1 Capitole, scientific director of the confe-
rence

Nikoletta GIANTSI, Professor at University of Athenes

Hiam MOUANNES, Lecturer at University Toulouse 1 
Capitole

Danielle CABANIS, Professor at University Toulouse 
1 Capitole

Philippe DELVIT, Professor at University Toulouse 1 
Capitole

Aline ANGOUSTURES, Chief of the mission history 
and exploitation of the archives of the French Office for 
the Protection of Refugees and Stateless (OFPRA)

Bruno VARGAS, Lecturer at the University Center of 
Albi and member of the association «Présence de Ma-
nuel Azaña»

Jean-Paul DEROCHE, Art historian attached to the 
Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris

Geneviève DREYFUS-ARMAND, General curator of 
the libraries, historian, author and member of the asso-
ciation «Présence de Manuel Azaña»

Sabina SUBASIC, International lawyer and researche 
at the Institut for the research of crimes against huma-
nity and international law, University of Sarajevo

Saja CORIC, Witness and victim of the war in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina

Louis GUINAMARD, Journalist and author of the 
book « Les survivantes »



Practical information

Conseil Général de Tarn-et-Garonne
100 Boulevard Hubert Gouze

82013 Montauban
05 63 91 82 19

Opening hours:
Hall d’honneur de l’Hôtel du Département

9h00-18h00 du lundi au vendredi

Opening Monday, December 10, 2012 at 18h00.
The opening will be preceded by the conference at the University of Montauban.

Press Contact : Agence Flag - 01 58 60 24 24 

Frédérique Libaud : 06 20 86 85 53 - fred@agenceflag.com
Sarah Lefrançois : sarah@agenceflag.com
Sophie Roussel : sophie@agenceflag.com

www.yvelynewood.com

Scenography

Yvelyne Wood

Mathieu Blanc

Partners

General Council of Tarn-et-Garonne

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

Laboratory of Computer and Visualization - Swiss Institute of Technology (EPFL)
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